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�e renovation and expansion of highway is a technical, comprehensive, and complex work, and the determination of its optimal
scheme requires the consideration of multiple factors. In the process of highway construction, road engineers attempt to select an
optimal scheme with the aim of saving cost, reducing construction di�culties, and protecting environment. It is di�cult to assess
because of the large number of attribute indices and the diversity of data distribution. In order to scienti�cally evaluate the
comprehensive bene�ts of highway reconstruction and extension (HRE) schemes, an evaluation model of HRE scheme based on
multiple attribute decision making (MADM) was established. �is paper constructed the evaluation index system of HRE based
on the four aspects of technology, economy, environmental impact, and landscape.�is paper hasmade twomajor improvements.
First, a method was proposed to determine the weight of evaluation index by coupling fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP)
with di�erence driven principle (DDP). �en, technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) method
was optimized by grey relational analysis (GRA)method. Finally, theMADA evaluation model is utilized to analyze the ranking of
optimal scheme selection problem by relative closeness as a decision index. �e results showed that the subjective intention of
decision makers was considered and also fully the objective information of data itself was fully mined. �e optimal scheme was
scheme 3 through the analysis of �ve HRE schemes. �is model highlighted the di�erences among the schemes and also avoided
the problem of excessive di�erences.�e results were consistent with the actual situation, verifying the feasibility and practicability
of the model.

1. Introduction

China’s road network is developing rapidly. It e�ectively
promoted the development of comprehensive trans-
portation system and economy and signi�cantly enhanced
the comprehensive national power [1, 2]. As a part of road
network, highway plays the role of the main channel of
transportation. However, the capacity and service level of
highway constructed in early can no longer adapt the needs
of modernization of transportation industry [3, 4]. It was
clearly pointed out that we should upgrade mainly existing
routes, focus on the improvement of highway capacity and
service level, and achieve green and sustainable development
of roads in China’s highway network plan. In addition, HRE

project has the advantages of low investments, short cycles,
saving resources, and environmental protection. It is also an
important reason for its wide application [5, 6].

�e HRE project is a complex system engineering, which
has many evaluation indexes including some qualitative
indexes. It is di�cult to evaluate comprehensive bene�ts of
highway reconstruction and extension project scienti�cally
and reasonably. A MADM is to choose optimal scheme or
sort schemes when considering multiple attributes, which is
gradually applied to solve the problem of HRE scheme
optimization.

Yuan et al. [7] analyzed the research status and devel-
opment trend of highway reconstruction in China and put
forward an FAHP method used for highway expansion
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scheme. Wang et al. [8] used analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) to determine the weight of each indexes and
established the optimization model of highway route scheme
based on matter-element theory. Yang et al. [9] constructed
the evaluation index system of Beijing-Shanghai HRE
project, determined the index weight by expert scoring
method and AHP, and calculated the final score of the
project. Li et al. [10] established a comprehensive evaluation
index model of the influence of HRE on regional highway
network. /e weight was determined for uncertain AHP,
and the influence of highway traffic on regional road net-
work before and after reconstruction and expansion was
analyzed. Liang et al. [11] proposed an improved fuzzy
TOPSIS method for highway route optimization and verified
the feasibility and rationality of this method. Yang et al. [12]
analyzed and optimized the best scheme of suburban
highway reconstruction by using the improved fuzzy ana-
lytic hierarchy process with 0-1 planning group decision
method. Xie et al. [13] determined the index weight by AHP
and recommended the best scheme by TOPSIS. An et al. [14]
combined AHP and GRA method to optimize the best HRE
scheme. In summary, the research on the evaluation model
of HRE scheme mainly focuses on the determination of
index weight and the improvement of decision-making
method. About weight determination, subjective weighting
methods such as AHP and FAHP are often adopted. While
these method focus too much on the subjective intention of
decision makers, and the objective information contained in
the data itself is ignored. Referring to the improvement of
decision-making methods, GRA and TOPSIS method are
mainly used. However, two methods have certain limita-
tions. /e GRA method focuses on the geometric shape of
data. /e TOPSIS method focuses on the data distance
[15–17].

/erefore, the evaluation index system of HRE is built in
this paper. An evaluation model of HRE scheme based on
MADM is established. A method of index weight deter-
mined by coupling FAHP and DDP has come up. /is
method considers both two aspects of subjective and ob-
jective. /e GRA and TOPSIS methods are effectively
synthesized to balance the data distance and geometric
shape. Relative closeness is come up with reflecting the pros
and cons of the scheme. /e final evaluation value of HRE is
calculated and sorted. /e feasibility of the model is verified.

/e structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the
evaluation index system of HRE is constructed. In Section 3,
the multiple attribute decision-making evaluation model is
established. In terms of weight, the FAHP method and the
DDP method were combined. In addition, the TOPSIS
method was optimized by the GRA method. Finally, the
three methods are adopted and select the route scheme by
relative closeness as a decision index, and the conclusions are
drawn.

2. Evaluation Index System

/e HRE evaluation index is the scale to evaluate the pros
and cons of the reconstruction and expansion schemes. In
order to effectively evaluate different reconstruction and

expansion schemes, a scientific and reasonable evaluation
index system should be established. /e evaluation index
system should scientifically and comprehensively reflect the
nature of reconstruction and expansion projects, ensuring
independent representation of indicators and avoiding the
information overlap. According to the characteristics of
indicators, quantitative and qualitative analysis should be
carried out to ensure that the selected indicators are sci-
entific, objective, and reasonable. /erefore, this study
followed the principles of scientific comprehensiveness,
independent representation, and the combination of
quantitative and qualitative principles. /e methods of
survey research and frequency statistics research were
adopted. /e evaluation index system of HRE was con-
structed from four aspects of technical, economic, envi-
ronmental impact, and landscape. /e evaluation index
system is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Technology Indexes. Technology indexes are the basis to
ensure the technical feasibility of highway reconstruction
and expansion schemes. /e design parameters directly
affect the road performance and comfort. According to the
highway grade, function, comfort, and the design indexes are
determined and meet the requirements of relevant
specifications.

2.1.1. *e Length of Route. Highway expansion route di-
rection is determined, but the route lengths of different
expansion schemes are different. As the most intuitive
technical index, the route length has a significant effect on
the engineering amount and cost of the project.

2.1.2. Route Linearity. Route linearity is the core index of
technical index. Highway alignment design is to determine
the spatial position, geometric shape, and size of the route. It
affects the safety, comfort, and economy of highway.

2.1.3. Total Length of Bridge, Culvert, and Tunnel. As an
important part of highway, total length of bridge, culvert,
and tunnel is an important index in technical indexes. /e
longer the length is, the more difficult technology is, and the
higher the cost is. But it also reduces the land occupation. So
the total length of bridge, culvert, and tunnel must be
reasonably considered.

2.1.4. Number of Earthwork. /e HRE has a large demand
for earthwork resources. Reasonable consideration of the
number of earthwork can reduce unnecessary earthwork
borrowing and abandonment, project cost, and ecological
environment damage.

2.1.5. Occupied Area. When selecting the best reconstruc-
tion and expansion scheme, we should make full use of the
original highway. It can reduce the land occupation and
house demolition along the line.
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2.2. Economic Indexes. Economic indexes are the basis for
judging the economic feasibility of highway reconstruction
and expansion projects. /e scientific analysis method is
applied to evaluate the financial feasibility and economic
rationality of the project, which provides the basis for sci-
entific decisions of the project.

2.2.1. Economic Net Present Value. /e economic net
present value is one of the important indicators for evalu-
ating the economic analysis of the reconstruction and ex-
pansion scheme. If the net present value is greater than zero,
the scheme is feasible. /e greater the net present value is,
the better the scheme is and the better the investment benefit
is.

2.2.2. Economic Benefit-Cost Ratio. Economic benefit-cost
ratio refers to the ratio of benefit present value and cost
present value in the project during the calculation period. If
the economic benefit-cost ratio is greater than one, it shows
that the project economic analysis has reached an acceptable
level.

2.2.3. Economic Internal Rate of Return. Economic internal
rate of return can not only indicate economic benefits of the
scheme but also show the antirisk ability of the scheme.
When the economic internal return rate is greater than the
benchmark return rate, it indicates that the project is feasible
and the greater the better the index.

2.2.4. Payback Period. /e payback period refers to the time
required for the net income of the project to offset all
construction costs, which reflects the ability of project re-
covery. /e shorter the payback period, the faster the project
investment recovery and the stronger the ability to resist
risks.

2.3. Environmental Impact Indexes. /e environment is the
basic condition for human survival./eHRE have a negative
impact on the environment in the construction process.
When evaluating project schemes, the environmental impact
should be taken into account. Tominimize the impact on the
environment as far as possible and achieve the harmonious
development of human, highway, and natural ecological
environment.

2.3.1. Noise Environment. /e noise is made by the con-
struction machinery, equipment, and transportation vehi-
cles during the construction period. A reconstruction and
expansion plan should be as far as possible away from the
residents living area and put forward noise reduction
measures to reduce sound pollution.

2.3.2. Atmospheric Environment. /e roadbed excavation
and earthwork transportation can cause the dust, increasing
the content of suspended particulate matter in the atmo-
sphere. So we need to assess this index.

2.3.3. Water Environment. /e water environment mainly
covers two aspects. One is the impact on the water envi-
ronment along the line. /e other is the domestic waste-
water, sewage in the construction process, and sewage
produced in the service area.

2.3.4. Soil or Ecological Environment. /e HRE will occupy
the land along the line. In addition, building materials,
construction machinery, and earthwork excavation will
cause certain damage to the surrounding soil and ecology.

2.3.5. Sustainable Development Elements. /e HRE will
produce a lot of construction waste. It is important to utilize
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Figure 1: Evaluation index system of HRE.
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solid waste, save resources, reduce environmental costs,
realizing the unity of economic, environmental, and social.

2.4. Landscape Indexes

2.4.1. Landscape Coordination. In the scheme selection, the
design theme is reasonably determined by local conditions,
natural scenery, and tourism resources along the road./en,
the road itself becomes a scenic line.

2.4.2. Construction Style. /e construction style is influ-
enced by political, social, economic, building materials, and
cultural factors of the times. Reconstruction and extension
programs should be combined with folk customs along
highway to enhance the ornamental value.

3. Multiple Attribute Decision-Making
Evaluation Model

/e multiple attribute decision-making evaluation model
built in this paper is divided into three sections. First, the
advantages and disadvantages of various weight methods are
compared, and the weight is determined from both sub-
jective and objective based on FAHP and DDP. /en, all
schemes are evaluated by improved TOPSIS method based
on GRA. Finally, the optimal solution is obtained.

3.1. Decision Matrix Standardization. /ere are m schemes
and n evaluation indexes, described as R � R1, R2, ..., Rm 

and U � U1, U2, ..., Un . /e decision matrix denoted by
A � (aij)m×n, where i� 1, 2, . . .,m, j� 1, 2, . . ., n; the symbol
aij is the jth indicator value of the ith scheme.

A � aij 
m×n

�

a11 a12 ... a1n

a21 a22 ... a2n

... ... ... ...

a31 a32 ... a3n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (1)

/e quantification of qualitative indicators is obtained
according to expert scoring. /e value is shown in Table 1.

/e standardized decision matrix is obtained by di-
mensionless standardization of indicators because of dif-
ferent dimensions and units of evaluation indicators.

For benefit indicators,

vij �
aij − a

−
j

a
+
j − a

−
j

. (2)

For cost indicators,

vij �
a

+
j − aij

a
+
j − a

−
j

, (3)

where the symbol a+
j is the maximum value of the jth in-

dicator and the symbol a−
j is the minimum value of the jth

indicator.

3.2. IndexWeight Calculation. /e index weight reflects the
importance of an index in the index system. /e determi-
nation method of weight plays a decisive role in the com-
prehensive evaluation. /e principles of different methods
are not the same, so the calculated weights are different. /e
weight methods are mainly divided into two categories. One
is the subjective weight method that the index weights are
given through the experience of decision makers, such as
AHP, FAHP, and Delphi [18–20]. /e other is the objective
weighting method that the index weights are determined by
the amount of index information in the evaluation, such as
the entropy method, DDP, and variation coefficient method
[21–23]. However, both the subjective weight method and
the objective weight method are difficult to fully reflect the
importance of the index in the actual analysis process.
/erefore, the combination weight method is used to bal-
ance the subjective experience of decision makers and the
objective information contained in the data itself, and the
weights of the indexes are reasonably determined.

3.2.1. FAHP Method. FAHP method is an improvement of
AHP method [19]. /e AHP method is widely used in the
evaluation of multi-index problems because of the thinking
and mathematization of subjective judgment, simple and
flexible. However, there are some problems in the AHP
method, such as the difficulty of consistency test and
thinking consistency and the lack of scientific basis for the
judgment standard CR< 0.1 [26]. /ese problems are well
solved by FAHP method. Steps are as follows.

Step 1. Construct priority relation matrix
/e priority judgment matrix is established by adopting
0.1∼0.9 scale shown in Table 2.

F � fij 
n×n

. (4)

/e judgment matrix is fuzzy complementary matrix.
Step 2. Transform priority relation matrix into fuzzy
consistent matrix.

R � rij 
n×n

, (5)

where rij � ((ri − rj)/2n) + 0.5, ri � 
n
j�1 fij,

j � 1, 2, . . . , n.
Step 3. Calculate weight vector by normalization
method.

W
(0)
1 �


n
j�1 r1j


n
i�1 

n
j�1 rij

,


n
j�1 r2j


n
i�1 

n
j�1rij

, ...,


n
j�1rnj


n
i�1 

n
j�1rij

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (6)

Step 4. Solve higher precision weight vector by power
method.

Fuzzy consistent matrix (6) is transformed into recip-
rocal matrix.

E � eij 
n×n

, (7)

where eij � rij/rji.
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/e weight vector W
(0)
1 obtained by normalization

method is as initial vector V(0) and iterated by the following
equations:

V
(k+1)

� E
V

(k)

V
(k)

�����

�����∞

, (8)

where V(k) � (V
(k)
1 , V

(k)
2 , ..., V(k)

n ) and ‖V(k)‖ �

maxmax(|V
(k)
i |), k� 0, 1, 2, . . ..

/e above iterative process is as follows. If |‖V(k+1)‖∞ −

‖V(k)‖∞ ≤ ε| is available, we can get λmax � ‖V(k+1)‖∞, where
ε is the given error and λmax is maximum eigenvalue of fuzzy
consistent matrix R. /e vector obtained by normalized
V(k+1) is the weight W′ obtained by FAHP. If not, go on
iteration.

3.2.2. DDPMethod. /e basic idea of DDP is as follows. /e
original information of empowerment comes directly from
indexes. /e weight coefficient is determined according to
the variation degree of each indexes in the overall index and
the influence degree on other indexes [22]. /is method
avoids human interference.

/ere are n targets and m evaluation indexes that are
defined as x1, x2, ..., xm. /e corresponding weight coeffi-
cients are defined as ω1,ω2, ...,ωm. All index values of the ith
targets are denoted as xi1, xi2, ..., xim, where X � xij 

n×m
.

/e comprehensive evaluation function is denoted as
follows:

yi � ω1xi1 + ω2xi2, +... + ωnxim. (9)

Let y � (y1, y2, ..., yn)T and w � (w1, w2, ..., wn)T, we
can get

y � Xw. (10)

/e sample variance of y is as follows:

s
2

�
1
n



n

i�1
yi − y( 

2
�

y
T
y

n
− y

2
, (11)

where y is denoted as the mean value of yi.
Because the original data are standardized, the value of y

is 0. /is is as follows:

ns
2

� y
T
y � w

T
X

T
Xw � w

T
Hw, (12)

where H � XTX.
/e maximum value in equations (12) is to make the

information difference between the indexes maximum, re-
alizing the difference driving.

maxw
T
Hw,

s.t w
T
w � 1,

w> 0.

(13)

When the elements of H are greater than 0, there is a
unique positive maximum eigenvalue and its corresponding
eigenvector. /e eigenvector is calculated and normalized to
obtain index weight coefficient vector w.

3.2.3. FAHF-DDP Method. /e weight of both W′ obtained
by FAHP and W″ obtained by DDP is combined with
relative entropy principle [27]. According to relative entropy
principle, the weight W should be as close as possible to the
weight W′ and W′′.

min D � 
n

j�1
Wj · ln

Wj

Wj
′

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + 
n

j�1
Wj · ln

Wj

Wj
″

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠



n

j�1
Wj � 1, Wj > 0.

(14)

/e optimal solution is obtained by Lagrange multiplier
method.

wj �

�����
wj
′wj
″




n
j�1

�����
wj
′wj
″

 . (15)

Coupling weight vector is denoted as
W � (w1, w2, ..., wj).

3.2.4. Decision Value Calculation. We need to sort the
schemes of decision problems comprehensively after deter-
mining the decision matrix and index weight. At present,
there are many decision-making methods. /e vlsekriter-
ijumska optimizacija i kompromisno resenje (VIKOR) is that
trade-off ranking of finite decision schemes by maximizing
group utility and minimizing individual regret [28]. It is a

Table 1: Quantification of evaluation level.

Evaluation level Excellent Good General Bad Not meet the requirements
Quantification of evaluation index level >0.9 0.8∼0.9 0.7∼0.8 0.6∼0.7 Elimination

Table 2: 0.1∼0.9 Scaling method.

Scale Definition Explanation
0.5 Equally important /e two factors are equally important
0.6 Slightly important Compared with the two factors, one factor is slightly more important than the other
0.7 Obviously important Compared with the two factors, one factor is obviously more important than the other.
0.8 Strongly important Compared with the two factors, one is strongly more important than the other
0.9 Extremely important Compared with the two factors, one is extremely more important than the other
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 Inverse comparison If fij can be get by comparing factor ai and aj, fji can be get by fji � 1 − fij
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compromise solution regarded as the closest to the ideal to
solve the decision-making problems with non-
commensurable and conflicting criteria [29, 30]. /e mul-
tiattribute value theory (MAVT) allows decision makers to
provide different attribute value functions for each different
attribute criterion and then combine the weight calculation
to obtain the utility value of each scheme [31]. /e elimi-
nation and choice translating reality (ELECTRE) provide as
much as possible precise and suitable set of actions or al-
ternatives to the underlying problem by eliminating the al-
ternatives that are outranked by others [32]. /e preference
ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluations
(PROMETHEE) is the most appropriate approach where a
committee of decision makers is working on several complex
problems, especially those with some factors or criteria,
including numerous judgments and perceptions with long-
term impacts on decisions [33]. /e TOPSIS method is to
construct positive and negative ideal solutions for multi-
attribute problems and sort by the relative closeness of
evaluation objects to positive and negative ideal solutions
[34]. /e GRAmethod is based on the similarity between the
comparison sequence and reference sequence to evaluate
schemes [16]. Comparing the above methods, the VIKOR
and MAVT prefer to the opinions of decision makers. /e
ELECTRE and PROMETHEE do not need the process of
nondimensionalization, which often leads to the lack of
information and results [35]. In addition, fuzzy mathematics
methods are also used, but there is a lot of uncertainty and
subjectivity in the designing of fuzzy sets [36–39]. /ese
methods is complex and not applicable for the evaluation of
HRE schemes. /e TOPSIS is selected because of simple
principle, easy understanding, and strong capacity to inte-
grate other methods [23]. It can well reflect the position
distance between the alternative scheme and the positive and
negative ideal scheme. In fact, only considering the maxi-
mum and minimum distance between data is not enough.
/e GRA method can reflect the similarity between the two
sets of data sample curves [17]. /e two methods are
combined to make more effective evaluation and get more
accurate evaluation results. /us, an improved TOPSIS
method based on GRA is came up. /is method is similar to
the actual situation that it has differences and linkages be-
tween HRE schemes. In this paper, the comprehensive
distance is redefined, and the relative closeness of compre-
hensive distance is used as scheme decision-making
indicators:

Step 1: determine the positive ideal scheme V+ and the
negative ideal scheme V− .

V+
� (1, 1, ..., 1)1×n,

V−
� (0, 0, ..., 0)1×n.

(16)

Step 2: calculate the euclidean distances of each al-
ternative to the positive ideal scheme and the negative
ideal scheme.

d+
i �

������������



n

j�1
wj vij − 1 

2




,

d−
i �

�������



n

j�1
wjv

2
ij.




(17)

Step 3: calculate the grey correlation degrees of each
alternative to the positive ideal scheme and the negative
ideal scheme.

ξ+
ij �

min imin j 1 − vij


 + ρmax imax j 1 − vij




1 − vij


 + ρmax imax j 1 − vij



,

ξ−
ij �

min imin j vij


 + ρmax imax j vij




vij


 + ρmax imax j vij



,

r+
ij � 

n

j�1
wj × ξ+

ij ,

r−
ij � 

n

j�1
wj × ξ−

ij .

(18)

/e value of ρ takes 0.5.
Step 4: normalize the euclidean distance and grey
correlation degree.

D
+
i �

d
+
i

maxid
+
i

, D
−
i �

d
−
i

maxid
−
i

,

R
+
i �

r
+
i

maxir
+
i

, R
−
i �

r
−
i

maxir
−
i

.

(19)

Step 5: fit the euclidean distance and grey correlation
degree by linear.

s
+
i � αD

−
i +(1 − α)R

+
i ,

s
−
i � αD

+
i +(1 − α)R

−
i .

(20)

/e value of α takes 0.5.
Step 6: calculate the value of relative closeness
S∗ � (s∗1 , s∗2 , ..., s∗m)T.

S
∗
i �

s
+
i

s
+
i + s

−
i

. (21)
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4. Case Analysis

A HRE example is from Sayram Lake to Guozigoukou on
G405 line in Xinjiang [40]. /e effectiveness of the evalu-
ation method is verified. /e evaluation indexes of five most
representative schemes are shown in Table 3.

4.1. Standardized Decision Matrix. Obtain standardized
decision matrix according to equations (1)–(3).

/e columns 1 to 8 of decision matrix:

0.6626 0.3333 0.2951 0.7966 0.3962 0.3572 0.5000 0.5257

1.0000 0.6667 1.0000 0.7063 0.7776 0.0000 0.3846 0.4254

0.0000 0.0000 0.0313 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.8253 0.6667 0.8209 0.5547 0.2529 0.5558 0.5962 0.2249

0.5538 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6439 0.0000 0.0000

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(22)

/e columns 9 to 16 of decision matrix:

0.5974 0.6667 0.6667 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000

0.4935 0.6667 0.6667 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000 10000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.4545 0.3333 03333 0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(23)

4.2. Evaluation Index Coupling Weight. /e coupling
weights of evaluation indexes are calculated according to
equations (4)∼(15). /e results are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen from the above table, there are obvious
differences between the two weight determination methods.
Decision makers pay more attention to indicators such as
route linearity, economic net present value, landscape co-
ordination, and architectural style. While the weights of land

area, atmospheric environment, and noise environment are
relatively low. Considering the objective information of the
indicators, the weights of each indicator are relatively close.
/e difference is obvious compared with the subjective
weight, which indicates that the difference-driven is realized.
/e weight coupling not only considers the subjective and
objective but also makes the weight result more balanced.

4.3. Comparative Analysis of DifferentMethods. As shown in
Table 5, the relative closeness degree of multiple attribute
decision-making evaluation model is calculated and sorted
by the data of coupling weights in Table 4 and formulas
(16)∼(22).

/e grey target decision method is a commonly effective
method in multiobjective decision analysis. /e main idea of
grey target decision method is to get a grey target from
original data processing. /e decision points are compared
with the target center, and the ranking is determined by
comparing the target center distances [41]. /e comparison
results of methods in the paper, grey relational analysis
method, and grey target decision method are as shown in
Table 6.

/e distances of different evaluation schemes calculated
by the three methods are different, but the overall trends are
also different. /e distinction among schemes is not high in
the grey correlation analysis method, especially scheme 2and
scheme 3, which is inconsistent with the actual situation./e
grey target decision method pays too much attention to the
distance between the indexes and does not consider the
correlation between the index, so the evaluation results are
A3>A4>A1>A2>A5. /e evaluation result of method in
this paper is A3>A2>A1>A4>A5, which is consistent with
the result of grey correlation analysis. /e relative closeness
of schemes has obvious differences, which can effectively
select the optimal scheme. From the three methods can be
seen that the best highway reconstruction and expansion
scheme is scheme 3. At the same time, the advantages of
scheme 3 mainly lie in the number of earthwork, occupied
area, economic net present value, and economic internal rate

Table 3: /e evaluation indexes of five schemes.

Evaluation indexes S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

A

A1 9.461 9.154 10.064 9.313 9.560
A2 Good General Excellent General Bad
A3 4108 1542 5068 2194 5182
A4 360848 480503 91412 681274 1416183
A5 403.5 257.04 171.66 458.49 555.61

B

B1 58633 40311 91610 68823 73341
B2 1.3 1.24 1.56 1.35 1.04
B3 12.48 12.07 14.42 11.25 10.33
B4 19 19.8 15.9 20.1 23.6

C

C1 Good Good Excellent General Bad
C2 Good Good Excellent General Bad
C3 Good Good Good General Bad
C4 General General Good Bad Bad
C5 General Good Good General Bad

D D1 General Good Good General Bad
D2 General Good Good General General
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of return. /is is consistent with the actual situation, in-
dicating that the multiattribute model established in this
paper is effective and advanced on evaluating highway re-
construction and expansion scheme.

4.4. Influence of the Linear Combination Coefficient.
Linear combination coefficient α is 0.5 in this model. In
order to better provide reference for decision makers, the
influence of different α value on the ranking results are
analyzed as shown in Table 7.

It can be seen from Table 6 that when the linear com-
bination coefficient α is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively,
the relative closeness values of different schemes are

different, but the ranking of schemes is consistent. It in-
dicates that the linear combination coefficient does not affect
the selection of the optimal scheme and only represents the
preference degree of decision makers for data distance and
data similarity between decision schemes [24, 25].

5. Conclusions

(1) /is paper starts from four aspects of technology,
economy, environmental impact, and landscape and
selects 16 specific indexes and builds a performance
evaluation index system of highway reconstruction and
extension.

Table 5: Calculation results and ranking of five alternatives.

Alternatives D+
i D−

i R+
i R−

i S+
i S−

i S∗i Ranking

A1 0.3488 0.3806 0.6100 0.7314 0.4588 0.5041 0.4765 3
A2 0.2129 0.7114 0.8123 0.5838 0.7133 0.3697 0.6587 2
A3 0.2144 1.0000 1.0000 0.5025 0.9403 0.3337 0.7380 1
A4 0.4366 0.3123 0.5677 0.7821 0.4061 0.5709 0.4157 4
A5 1.0000 0.1356 0.4600 1.0000 0.2703 0.9509 0.2213 5

Table 6: /e results of different methods.

Evaluation methods
Alternatives

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Grey relational analysis [27] 0.7505 0.8043 0.8052 0.7314 0.6051
Grey target decision [42] 0.0968 0.1050 0.0826 0.0861 0.1101
Method in the paper 0.4765 0.6587 0.7380 0.4157 0.2213

Table 7: Ranking results of different α values.

α value
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

S∗i Ranking S∗i Ranking S∗i Ranking S∗i Ranking S∗i Ranking

0.1 0.4586 3 0.5947 2 0.6786 1 0.4204 4 0.2995 5
0.3 0.4674 3 0.6233 2 0.7062 1 0.4199 4 0.2661 5
0.5 0.4765 3 0.6587 2 0.7380 1 0.4157 4 0.2213 5
0.7 0.4922 3 0.6958 2 0.7687 1 0.4186 4 0.1889 5
0.9 0.5104 3 0.7427 2 0.8044 1 0.4176 4 0.1438 5

Table 4: FAHP-DDP coupling weights.

Evaluation indexes Weights by FAHP [27] Weights by DDP Coupling weights

A

A1 0.0758 0.0552 0.0666
A2 0.0937 0.0388 0.0616
A3 0.0540 0.0467 0.0516
A4 0.0457 0.0752 0.0603
A5 0.0395 0.0642 0.0518

B

B1 0.0935 0.0500 0.0703
B2 0.0764 0.0614 0.0704
B3 0.0764 0.0570 0.0678
B4 0.0624 0.0639 0.0649

C

C1 0.0347 0.0680 0.0499
C2 0.0347 0.0680 0.0499
C3 0.0425 0.0862 0.0621
C4 0.0520 0.0549 0.0548
C5 0.0520 0.0762 0.0646

D D1 0.0834 0.0762 0.0819
D2 0.0834 0.0581 0.0715
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(2) /e evaluation index coupling weightW is determined
by using combination fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
and difference-driven principle. /is weight method
balances both the intention of the decision maker and
the objective information of the data, making the index
weight more scientific and reasonable.

(3) /e TOPSIS method is optimized by the GRAmethod.
/is decision-making method reflects both date dis-
tance and geometric shape. An evaluation model of
HRE scheme based on MADM is established.

(4) Combined with a case analysis, the results of GRA
method and grey target decision method show that the
optimal scheme is scheme 3. It proves the feasibility
and superiority of the model in this paper to solve the
comprehensive benefit the problem of HRE scheme.

(5) /is research study has a limitation that property in-
dicators are specific values or can be quantified by other
methods, but it is difficult to solve decision-making
problems that allow for fuzziness and imprecision in
the ample range. /is limitation will be addressed in
future work by lead-in fuzzy set and combine with
multiple attribute decision making and fuzzy set.
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